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World Scientific Publishing Co Pte Ltd. Paperback. Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Reflections: The Magic, Music and Mathematics of Raymond Smullyan, Raymond M. Smullyan, This is an exciting if not rambling account of events of Raymond Smullyan’s four lives - as a mathematical logician, musician, magician, and author - together with thoughts that come to his mind as he recalls them. This book includes topics from some of Smullyan’s twenty-six books, as well as many of his favorite anecdotes and jokes. It also presents some generalizations of theorems of the great logicians Godel and Tarski, and discusses logic in general, and how he won his wife with a logic trick! Smullyan also relates some of his teaching experiences, and expresses his views on mathematical education, and how our present textbooks are primarily responsible for its decline! About his life as a pianist, Smullyan relates a good deal about his experiences with the Piano Society - a wonderful organization to which he is a staunch contributor, and how he has had such delightful relations with many of its members. Last but not least, Smullyan recounts how he has known some lovely ladies over the years.

Reviews

Complete guideline! Its such a excellent read. This really is for all who statte there had not been a worth studying. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
--- Timothy Lynch

Undoubtedly, this is the best work by any author. It is really simplified but shocks within the 50 % in the publication. Its been written in an extremely straightforward way and is particularly just following i finished reading this publication by which basically altered me, modify the way in my opinion.
--- Vivianne Dietrich
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